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I

" We have developed a steady state model which describes the internal charge
distribution of a planar dielectric sample exposed to a uniform electron beam. 'File

%: model includes the effects of charge deposition and ionization of the beam, separate
trap-modulated mobilities for electrons and holes, electron-hole recombination, and

_ pair production by drifting thermal electrons. If the incident beam current is

greater than a certain critical value (which depends on sample thickness as well as

;:,_ other sample properties), the steady state solution is non-physical. We interpret

_;_ this to mean that above the critical beam current, the sample breaks down.

.,,I INTRODUCTION

=, .... This paper describes a simple model of a beam charging experiment. The
motivation for the model is the need to understand iow voltage breakdown such as

that which occurs in dielectric material expoged to the radiation environment of
_:i space (ref. I). Our approach to the problem is motivated by tim work of O'Dwyer

(ref. 2) on high voltage breakdown.

• The model configuration is shown in figure I, and it is assumed to have reached

a steady State. A pair of infinite grounded plates are separated by an infinite,
homogeneous dielectric, and a spatially infinite electron beam is incident on the

arrangement normally, thro,,gh one of the plates. The beam causes ionization at one '

rate, I, and deposits electrons at a second rate, S. The fact that these rates are

constant forces the solution to the problem to have symmetry about the centerplane

_\ between the plates. All variables are either symmetric ar anti-symmetric about this
-> plane. The problem considered here is simple, but sign conventions must be handled

carefully to avoid confusion.

• We take current to be positive when it is directed toward the right.

Consequently, an electron beam traveling to the right represents negative current

which we denote b{ JB" Since the beam is losing electrons at the rate S
(eleCtrons cm-3s - ), the magnitude of JB is decreasing but

93_ = eS > 0 (l)
dx

where e is the magnitude of the electronic charge. Because of the build up of
negative charge, the electric field (E) is positive (i.e., directed toward the

ii
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right) in tile left half of tile dielectric (0 < g < I./2), vanishes at the midplane,
_:.' and is negative in the- right half of the dielectric. The elactrons and hole_

,!_ produced by the beam drift umler tile influence af the electric field. We denote the
L_: _esuLt.i_g conduction current by JC. The total current i_ the sum of the beam

current: and the ConductiOn current• In steaa;, stats, consorvatlon of charge
requires,i_ ,if .

d__(,Jz + JC) 0 (2)
__, dx

:= Since Jc has tile same symmetry _operties as E, 1he solution of equations (1)
_,_:: and (2) is

, %,

_:'_:_:. dc = (1 - 2x/L) eSL/2 (3)

_--:_ For the geometry as we have defined it, this solution is independent of thei- !"

:,.,.,=, ionization rate I, the mobilities of the charged species, and all other parameters
_ except Sample thickness and electron deposition rate.

?.:_,g"

=!,::,_. ELECTRON AND IIOLEBEHAVIOR

E :!.
, :- The conduction current is the sum of the electron and hole c,.rrentswhich are

defined in the usual manner:i !!:_ "

FI:,
:"_ Jn = - nevn = heinE _ (4)
-_.o

_J:' jp = pevp ffi pe_pE (5)

__y_,. where n and p are the electron and hole densities, vn and Vp are the
electron and hole drift velocities, and _n and _p are the trap moduIated

_i mobilities of electrons and holes. The electron and hole currents have the same
,--, symmetry properties as JC and E. Because of the symmetry of the problem, we
_.i will consider only the left half of the dielectric (0 < x < L/2). In this case,

• , only JB, Vn, and 0 (the net charge density) are negative. E, in,
,_: jp, n, and p are all positive.

'_ With the use of equations (I) - (5), one variable can be expressed in terms of
[ the others. Solving for p results in

" p = - Vnn/_p + (I - 2x/L)SL/(2E_p) _> 0 (6)
! .

i: Transport equations can be written for electrons and holes:
m
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d(nv n) _ vn + (I + S) - Imp (7)
dx

dx

ultere k i,_ the reeombinat_-on rate and v i_ the collision ionJT,ation aoeffJ¢'.Jonl.

Becau_;_ of equation (6) the equation for holo.q (off. _]) i.q redundant. There i_ no
' time derivative because of the a.qSumption of arcady ,_tatet _;¢) the gradient of the

electron flux 1._ equal to tl_e tllree source and _Jnk terms on the right. Note that
each unsigned term on the right_halid ._ide of equation (7) i,n poaJtive: th(_ first
term is the avalanche (i.e., collision ionization) term, the second i::; the heam
ionization and cliarge deposit:ton, and the third is reCoabinaLion.

The only otlier equation nepded is that for the electric field:-.

dE/dx = ¢(p - n)e (9) '!

wlmre _ iS the dielectric constant of the sample material. _t_e symnetry forces E(x)

jn(X) = jp(x) = 0 at x = L/2 which arc the boundary condition3.

USing equations (4) - (7), we obtain the following equation for the behavior of
the electron current:

-djn/dx = +Vjn/(PnE) + (I + S)e

+ [jn/(ePnE)]2 ekPn/pp (I0)

- (I - 2x/L) kSLjn/(2pnPpE2)

None of the Variables in this equation are negative. Therefore, in the region under
consideration, all terms on the right-hand side have the sign explicit in front of
them. The last two terms in combination are negative as in equation (6). The
equation governing the electric field is equation (9). Equation (6) can again be
used to eliminate p and equation (4) to eliminate n with the result that

dE/dx = -[(l + /,p/pn)Jn/(PPE)

- (l - 2x/L) eSL/(ZppE)]k (ll)

We have adopted the form of the collision ionization termgiven Oy reference 3:

, = exp(-Eo/IEI) (12)

. where ao has units of inverse length.
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F,quations (10) and (il) a,e a pair of coupled ordinar:, differential equations
for In alld E. They Say be cant into din_ensionless form by Lhe use of tile
di men_;ionie_s variables

u _ i - 2x/L (13a)

= .jn/eSL (13b)

n _, F,/aEo (13c)

and the dimensioa.le:,:_.: .... r.-n:.s

,_. ,pEo2 ), e.SL i(4_ (14a)

-- ck/evn (14b)

o = 'plvn (14c)

aol.12 (14d)

o = I/S (14e)

The two equations (I0) and (II) become

dlJdu_ = ^[exp(-llal_11) InLln + (l + o) - btJ,..u_=_Oln2 (15)

dn/du = [(1 + o)_ - ul/n (16)

The boundary conditions are _(0) = n(O) = O.

PF:)PERTIES OF Tile SOLUTIONS

Note that (u - E)/n is the dimensionless hole density while (/q is the
dimensionless electron density. The requirement that these two densities be
non-negative places a constraint on (:

0 < [ < u, for 0 _ u <_. 1 (17)
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Any solution which falls outside this range is not_ physically meaningful.

Let us first consider the ca.ae for which there is no collision ionization

(h = O). Then the two equations {15) and (16) hav': the solution

t(.) = cu
(18)

n(u) = gu

where c is the solution of

(1 + b - b) c 2 - [(1 + b)(1 + o) + 1 - b] c + (1 + o) = 0 (19)

and g is defined by

._: g2 = 1(1 + _ c - 1] (20)

: If the solution is to be physically meaningful, then c must be less than unity. For
many situations of interest, both _ and b are very small so that c = 1 -A where _ ......
is much less chaffunity......To_second order in the s_all quantities _ and b

a "_ 0(] - _- b/o) (21a)

g2 _ Ob/o (21b)

For purposes of illustration, however, it is preferable to use values of order one. "
In figure 2 we sho_ the solution for _ = 0.5 and b = o = 1.0. The solution is
independent of a, the dimensionless electron deposition rate. Both the electric
field and the two currents (electron and hole) are linear. The electron and hole
densities are constant. The quantity _ is the dimensionless potential and is
defined as

U
P

_(u) = 2V(x)/(aEoL) = In(u)du - _o
(22)

0

where V(x) is the electrostatic potential with V(O) = V(L) = O, and @o is the
dimensionless potential at u = O (x = L/2).

in the preceding example the dimensionless electron and hole currents
(_ and u - [, respectively) as well as the dimensionless electric field (q) are

independent of the dimensionless electron deposition rate (a). (Of Course, the
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dimensional quantities are strongly dependent on the electron deposition rate.)

However, when _ is non-Zero, the collision ionization term introduces an explicit

dependence On a. Because this term i_ always positive, its presence causes both

d[/du and [(u) to i_crease. We have solved equations (15) and (16) numerically for

the same _alues of 6, b, and o as above, but w_th k= 0.01. As expected, the
solution is no longer independent of a. Solutions for three values of a are shown

in figure 3. Note tbaL for a = 4.58 both the hole current and the hole density

vanish at the electrodes. If a is increased beyon_ 4.58, the solution predicts

negative hole densities near the electrode. Since negative hole densities are

physically meaningless, this means that there is no steady state solution for

a > 4.58. We interpret this to mean that the dielectric will break down.

t!

DISCUSSION 'i

' !

We have presented a simple model of the effects of am electron beam on a

dielectric sample. We have assumed that the sample is homogeneous and Lhat the
incident beam is spatially unzform. We have also assumed-that the beam deposits

_:, electrons uniformly throughout the sample. We have found that if the incident beam i

current (or electron deposition rate) becomes larger than a critical value, there 'I

=_ are no steady state solut£ons, which we interpret to be an indication of breakdown. I

We have only begun to explore the properties of this model for realistic values

of the model parameters. We anticipate that the simplicity of the model will limit _

the accuracy with which it represents a real dielectric charging problem. HOwever,

we hope tLat the very simplicity of the model will make it possible to thoroughly
study and tmderstand the physical processes leading to breakdown in this idealized ii
case. We feel that this iS an important first step in the development of more _i

realistic mOdels which take into account material inhomogeneities (e.g., localized i

defects), i
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Figure I. - Model Geometry. Electrons moving to the right produce negative
current. The beam deposits electrons uniformly throughout the sample.
These electrons drift toward the two electrodes where they return to ground.
In steady state the total current flowing to ground is equal to the differ-
ence between the transmitted beam current and the incident beam current.
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_+ Fiqure 2. - Solution for no collision ionization (_ = 0), _ = 0.5, b --o = 1.0.
' Total conduction current is proportional to u. The electron current (_) and

the hole current (u - ¢) are constant fractions of the total conduction
-; current, The electron and hole densities [_ln and (u - _)/n] are also
_ _ constant, n is th_ dimensionless electric field, and ¢ is the dimension-

less potential.
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Figure 3.- Solutionsfor _ = 0.01, _ = 0.5, b = o = 1.0, and a = I, 3.5, and
4.58. When the dimensionless electron deposition rate a >4.58, the solution
gives negativehole densities[(u -_)/n] near the electrodes. This implies
that there is no physically meaningful steady state solution, i.e., the
dielectric breaks down. '
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